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Crime is increasing. Ask anyone. No 
one cares about the number that Stats 
Canada can pull out of its ass saying 
how much crime is decreasing when 
you open up the paper every day and 
read about another home invasion. Or 
another murder. Or another rash of 
car thefts. 
The problem is that criminals are 
no longer afraid of the justice system 
or the possible consequences of get-
ting caught because, quite frankly, 
there are none. If you are caught, you 
will most likely be set free on bail 
pending a long hearing where, if the 
judge doesn't throw out the case 
-because the prisons are too full already, 
you will be sentenced to a fine and 
probation, or some community service 
for a first offense, and sent back out 
into the world. 
If you are unlucky enough to get 
caught a second or third time, you may 
be sent to prison where you will enjoy 
a warm bed with a roof over your 
head, some entertainment like TY, and 
three catered meals per day. And if you 
don't like the way things are, like some 
tenants a few years back, you can com-
plain when the State tries to take away 
your colour TV, or stops bringing out 
a snack cart between meals. 
You will also have the right to vote 
for the nation's leader, and have a job 
where you will be paid, albeit poorly. 
After all, you're not an animal-you're 
just incapable of understanding basic 
English. To pull yourself out of the 
gutter and get off Vancouver's streets, 
just break into someone's business a 
few times. To better your lifestyle, 
merely murder someone. And you can 
do all this at the expense of the honest 
taxpayer who has to work to put those 
meals on a table, in a house they 
bought m. 
works even better if you 
devil's 
advocate 
with possible parole after serving 
one third of the time). Those serv-
ing such sentences cannot be 
reformed, and will be nothing but 
a constant drain on government 
money. 
So why not kill them? Why not 
let them have their three strikes? 
You can kill one person and walk 
out of court a free man. You can 
happen to be under 19. That way, 
you'll be sent to a nice outdoor facility 
somewhere in the serene countryside 
rather than having to work to earn 
money to go to school. 
The problem is that the justice sys-
tem is no longer a deterrent. Criminals 
don't fear the consequences of their 
actions, or weigh the possible ramifica-
tions, because there are none. You can, 
quite literally, get away with murder. 
Even the old-style death penalty (using 
it only in the most extreme cases of 
capital crimes) isn't a deterrent. If you 
kill one person, you may as well go on 
a killing spree and bag yourself 500 
bodies because the state can only kill 
you once. Furthermore, judges are hesi-
tant to hand out such a sentence in 
states where it's legal, opting to have 
criminals serve 999 years, plus three 
life sentences, where they will be fed 
and clothed by the state until they die. 
Becoming one less wart on society's ass. 
The death penalty only becomes a 
deterrent when used in a system tested 
by California a few years back called 
"Three strikes, you're out." You could 
commit three crimes before facing 
hefty jail time. The program is now in 
most American states, and seems to be 
working, except that the jails are filled 
to the brim with first and second time 
offenders, or those on their third strike 
carrying out a lifetime sentence (not 
actually a lifetime, but 20-30 years 
steal that guy's car and walk away 
unscathed. You can then jaywalk 
and you will die. So you break into 
some guy's house. Strike one. You steal 
some stuff while you're there. Strike 
two. Then you drop a gum wrapper on 
the street while running away. Strike 
three. You're hauled before a judge and 
your death sentence handed down and 
carried out within the week. No more 
long waits on death row with a fancy 
final meal. If you want to break the 
law, then you can pay for what you 
have done. 
This system also eliminates young 
offenders before they become career 
criminals by abolishing them from the 
face of the earth before they can 
become really harmful. The death 
penalty now becomes a major deterrent 
to anyone thinking of committing a 
crime, no matter how small. Crime is 
all but eliminated, and there are mas-
sive savings to the major populace. 
Of course, there is the argument for 
wrongful death sentencing, and inno-
cent people could die because of this 
system. However, the system is already 
set up to send a few innocent people 
to jail anyway. And really, how is keep-
ing some innocent person in prison for 
many years of his life, different from 
merely putting them out of the misery 
they're already in? Let's try it out; we 
have nothing to lose. And nothing to 
get stolen from our house during an 
invasion, for that matter. 
Dear Reverend Tom: 
Did Jesus listen to the Spice Girls? 
Sheila Dorster 
Dear Sheila: 
Jesus actually started a twelve-man band like the Spice 
Dear Trevor: 
God does not look kindly upon pre-marital sex, but if 
you must, keep the sexual area well pruned and always 
use fungicide. 
Girls called the Spice Disciples, with members like .. ml!l 
Repent Spice, Saviour Spice and Ultra Boy Spice. 
They did shows wearing nothing but tiny little 
loincloths and had a hit song with 'Spice Up Your 
Life With Jesus.' They stayed on top for a number 
of years until a new group going by the name The 
Backdoor Boys from Sodom kicked them out. 
D ear Reverend Tom: 
rm a tree hugger, and have been sexually active with 
trees for two years. My latest lover, a nice birch, 
gave me an STD (Slurping Trees Disease) and I 
don't know what to do. I've enclosed this XXX-
photo of our latest outing. Please give me guidance. 
PS Please don't ask me to give up sex with trees 
because, as you can see, I'm kind of a homely, dis-
gusting loser with poor personal hygiene and 
couldn't get a human female to save my soul. 
Trevor Hargreaves a.k.a. TrevComix 
JOHNSON C.H. TAl 
A recent Mark Trend poll on a possible language 
requirement for immigrants raises a few questions. 
Commissioned by the federal Reform party, the 
survey included 600 residents in Surrey, Richmond 
and on the North Shore. Overall, 7 4% of the 
surveyed population agreed with the proposition to 
model in Canada. As the gateway to the largest 
market in the world, BC is able to profit from its 
privileged position with the help of many Canadian 
immigrants serving as intermediaries. 
Most people don't seem to realize there are many 
~ategories of immigrants. They are. independent, 
family and investment. 
New 
The independent category includes scholars, 
---skilled workers, artists and entrepreneurs. 
r e Q U i r e ffi e n t S f·o r They range from neuro-scientists and . 
-====software analysts to techmCians speCialtz-
immigration 
face of 
t t h ing in occupations largely ignored by a s I a p 0 e most Canadians, such as washing machine 
_ • repair person. These people can make 
m u It I cuI t u rl s m Canada the leadihg nation in advanced 
----------------scientific studies while also tarnmg the 
overzealous washer . overflowing with detergents. 
require l}ewcorners to have basic knowledge of Family category immigrants are accepted on the 
English or French. Most respondents cited the costs grounds of family reunification. Often a young 
of language education for immigrants as their adult comes to Canada alone as a skillecj worker. If 
reason for supporting the language requirement. the spirited pioneer successfully establishes a horne 
The poll result begs the fundamental question: in Canada, then the rest of the family follows. 
What's the purpose of immigration? Should the Applicants in this category may be a child or an 
government use th~ immigration system to att~act 80-year-old grandparent. This section of the irnrni-
skilled individuals with initiative, able to contnbute gration act upholds the values of family and corn-
______ .;.._ __ passion. In the name of saving money, 
• are we supposed to renounce human . b a r r I e r compassion and deny the importance of · family? Should the government prohibit Language 
--------
____ __:_ ____ an 80-year-old grandma from seeing 
her grandchildren only because the old 
_ ____.: ____________ -:-- lady can1t construct grarnmatically-per-
•l .m m i g ra t i 0 n h;::::::'.::;~~~,"::: bu""'" 
people al~eady successful m thm prevt-
----------------- ous country of restdence but who for 
to the economic, artistic and academic endeavours 
in Canada? Or, should the system simply act as a 
series of grammar ~nd pronunciation tests? 
As a country, Canada thrives on international 
trade. Canada's image as a reliable and fair nation 
helps business. However, there is only so much a 
nice image can do. A more diversified population 
pr~vides the flexibility and intimate understanding 
of other cultures crucially needed to prevent disas-
trous misunderstandings in intercultural interac-
tions. Immigration is the best way to achieve diver-
sity in a population. The West Coast is the best 
various reasons, want to live in Canada. Individuals 
in this category are wealthy and often hire inter-
preters in their businesses. In everyday lives, their 
children can serve as draft translators since children 
learn languages much faster than adults. 
Co~sequently, this class of immigrants doesn't real-
ly need to know any English or French, except for 
the most basic conversational ability . . 
A major flaw in the survey question is the 
ambiguous phrase, "basic knowledge of English or 
French:' In BC, English is the major language of 
commerce and educatioq. But, does a basic knowl-
in English mean being able to greet and converse 
people? If it is so, then making friends with 
..-~·~ ... "" people would be logically the best way 
acquire conversational English. The problem of costly 
-nit! '""~~" education is instantly solved because befriending 
neighbours doesn't cost any public money. 
On the contrary, if basic knowledge in English means 
in academic English, then it is public education's 
to teach reading and writing English to both 
and English As Second Language students. 
academic English differs from everyday English, all 
~~dents start on a similar footing. 
The cost of funding public education seems huge and 
easy to blame EASL students for 1t. But the extra 
are just one of the many common effects of a rap-
growing population. 
There's no doubt ifl)migrants should eventually learn 
English or French after arrivmg in Canada. 
imposing a language requirement at the begin-
of the selection process destroys the purpose of 
Enriching the Canadian society and 
ing its advantage in international trade should 
the goal of the immigration system. The proposed 
method ignores too many true talents . 
~ 
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Attention Douglas College students: 
;~, 
·-- ; ' --· I ----; '---- I I I 
,,::-----~ You can now buy .. ____ :; ... 
' ; 
.::: ...... ·Apple computers at special· .... :::~ 
---- ---
,7 low student prices! \ 
- ~------~ ~------~ 
. ' ,-~ , 
' ,, ~~ , 
'-' ~., 
As a registered student at Douglas College, you are now eligible to buy 
Apple computer equipment from the Simon Fraser University 
Microcomputer Store at low educational prices. 
A couple of examples (please note that prices and configurations .are subject to change): 
Apple PowerMac G3 Ail-in-one 
233mHz, 32MB RAM, 4GB hard drive, 24-speed CD-ROM, built-in Ethernet, 
built-in 15" monitor .............................................................................................. $2,077 
Apple PowerBook G3 
233mHz, 32MB RAM, 2 GB hard drive, CD-ROM drive, 12.1" STN screen ...... $3,072 
MBC 2000 
in the new Maggie Benston 
Student Services Building at 
SFU's Burnaby campus 
We also provide complete service 
and upgrades for your Apple 
computer equipment. Monday-Friday, 1 0 am - 4:30 pm 
phone: 291-3098 fax: 291-4783 
Web site: http://microstore.ucs.sfu.ca 
Authorized 
Campus Reseller 
C 1998 Apple Computer, Inc. All rights reserved. Apple, and the Apple logo are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. Mac, Macintosh, PowerBook, G3 and Power Mac 
are trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. All Macintosh computers are designed to be accessible to individuals with disability. 
BY JIMMIHANADA 
True story. Rural Japan. 
A car pulls up, through the dark-
ness, to the moonlit bamboo thicket 
and the barbecue pit. The vehicle seems 
to have come from nowhere, and wasn't 
expected. Everyone who was to have 
come showed up before sunset. 
No one emerges from the car, 
though people are heard talking inside. 
They sound puzzled. The headlights 
remain on, and cut through the breeze-
blown smoke from the barbecue. 
The doors on the hatchback eventu-
ally, slowly, open and three people get 
out. A girl1rom town that most people 
sort of recognize (Hamada?), and two 
white gaijin. 
The three amble up to the group, 
and say hello. They are offered food 
and beer-there is a lot to go around 
during this celebration of the harvest. 
And the spirit is high. 
Then, after about half an hour of 
eating and pleasantries, there is the 
challenge. The white man is ushered 
towards an unkempt sandy ring. He is 
as big as a wrestler-a statement more 
about his condttioning than his feroci-
ty-but seems a little soft. He knows 
vaguely what to do, though he does 
seem surprised at the forwardness of 
the request. 
A blue-shined farmer already squats 
on the ground before him, face red 
from the sweet potato whiskey-the 
shochu-he's been drinkmg all night, 
wearing what would be called a shit-
eating grin in more hostile circum-
stances. But tt's a smile nonetheless. 
The gaijin smiles back. They assume 
the position in the sand, like two line-
men in a game of beach football, ready 
to launch into the tachi-ai. 
Old trick the farmer reaches out 
quickly and slaps the foretgner's right 
shoulder wards the coarse sand just 
be re hey both lift off. It's kind of 
cheeky, but it works. And the gaijin, 
much bigger and slower than the 
farmer, isn't expecting it. He falls heav-
ily into the dirt. 
The farmer tries to stand up to cele-
brate his victory, but can't quite seem 
to come out of his squat. His legs feel 
weak and leaden, and there is pressure 
on the back of his neck, pulling him 
down. It feels like his collar is cutting 
into him. Looking down, he sees the 
white hand pulling rather strongly at 
his shirt. The gaijin had anticipated the 
trick; he was just too slow and perhaps 
too polite to do anything about it. But 
the hand insists on pulling the farmer's 
shirt, and consequently the farmer, 
downward. Face first, into the sand, 
just like the gaijin. 
They are covered with sand, but are 
both wearing shit-eating grins. Now 
there is grit between the teeth, though. 
They laugh. But without missing a 
beat, another shochu-fuelled challenger, 
equally red-faced, approaches. The 
crowd cheers. 
The gaijin turns to the applause. All 
faces, even the moon's, seem to be 
watching the action. 
That was the first, and only, time I 
wrestled. 
A wrinkle: The barbecue we had been 
invited to, the one at which I fought, . 
was the wrong barbecue. We had a bad 
map, and Hamada had a horrible sense 
of direction. After I realized that, I 
also realized that the men that I was up 
against were making me fight for the 
food we ate. 
The first time I saw sumo was in 
Glasgow, Scotland. On television. 
It was after hiking around the 
Hebrides with a group of fellow back-
packers, one of whom was a 
Glaswegian firefighter. A bunch of us 
ended up staying at his house. Perhaps 
nervous about the next day's destina-
tion-Belfast-! found myself awake 
at two in the morning. I turned on the 
television, with the sound down so as 
not to waken anybody. There on the 
screen I found two great men in thong 
attacking each other ferociously on a 
clay dais set in a darkened auditorium. 
It was the highlights from the first 
sumo exhibition held on British soil. 
The camera shot was static and 
slightly distant from the action, and 
the British announcers spoke reverend] 
and seriously about the men within th 
straw ring. One of the two was event~ 
ally thrown to the ground, to subdue ' 
applause, then two more men climbed 
up into the ring. 
It was the salt that first grabbed m)j 
attention. The wrestlers would bend 
down, jam a thick hand into a woven 
basket, and pull out a mound of cru~ 
bling salt. Then they cast the salt ont 
the ground, or, better yet, threw it int ' 
the air, .md as it fell it left a trail as 
luminous as that of a light saber. 
What's with that, I asked myself. 
There's got to be more to this sport. 
Suddenly, it wasn't a strange foreign 
novelty or something to get giggly ov 
in a superior North American way. It 
was something exotic and interesting 
that deserved my attention. 
Through a bit of luck, perhaps 
serendipity, I was living in Japan exac 
a year later. Within my first week in 
the country I knew when the Fall 
Tournament started that first Sunday 
in September. At precisely 4:25 in th 
afternoon, I turned on NHK and set 
my bilingual television to English an 
as if it were a new hyper-addictive 
street brand of opium, became 
instantly hooked. 
Halfway through the afternoon's 
action, a young, thin, serene wrestler 
a crimson mawashi came up against a 
hYJ:>erbollc:ally huge man. I recognized 
bigger one from before-Konishiki 
name means Little Brocade in 
apanese). He was maybe 500 pounds 
the time, nothing Little nor 
..,._, ........... -like about him, and had, a 
previous, been vying for the tide 
grand champion. He was a veteran 
despite his size, was skillful. He 
twice the size of the younger 
a 20-year-old named 
...... ...u.Ld.IJ«u . .. (There are no weight clivi-
in sumo, I learned at that 
rnome:nt.) 
escorted thE older man out of 
ring with grace and authority. 
my guy, I thought immediately, 
who I'll cheer for. Takahanada 
the single-mindedness, the equa-
of the purest of athletes. There 
a certainty about him and a je ne 
quoi that he displayed which I 
only equate with my other great 
idol-Guy LaFleur. Sounds 
be the first to admit 
nat:-·ana I still can't properly explain 
similarity. But for me it is there. 
it is because both men seem to 
for no other reason than for their 
In interviews they seem not to 
many other interests. And they 
happen to be low-key, but effort-
charismatic envoys for their 
Taka grew in both size and stature 
· my time in Japan. He was a 
when I first saw him wrestle. 
analogous rank in the army would 
sergeant. He is now a five-star gen-
a yokozuna, a grand champion. 
day he became ozeki, the same 
at which his sumo wrestling father 
stalled, there was a sombre cere-
in Tokyo. Taka then assumed the 
name of his father, 
V\lrestter 
I went outside for some air after 
watching the footage on the late news, 
looked up into the night sky and saw 
that it was snowing, a rare thing in 
Southern Japan even in the winter, and, 
feeling completely at home and full of 
perspective and confidence, I thought 
simply, "I love this place:' 
After I had a few televised tourneys 
under my belt, S?me friends and I took 
the bus down to the port town of 
Shibushi to catch the pros live in an 
exhibition bout. Called jungyo, these 
bouts occur in between the major 
tournaments and draw people from all 
over the tountryside. 
So, one winter weekday there we sat, 
among shrieking schoolchildren, rabid 
salarymen and wizened octogenarians, 
and watched the big guys go at it. 
People snapped pictures, and the brave 
ambled up to their heroes to touch 
their skin or get an acknowledgement. 
I felt a little stupid walking over to 
where the wrestlers were standing, but 
did so anyway, and snapped a few 
quick pies with my disposable camera. 
The first thing I noticed about being 
near the rikishi was the smell. Or, I 
should say, the scent. The big men 
were all sweating and were, well, big, 
but what wafted off them was a sweet-
smelling perfume that caught you in 
the th~:oat, as if they had just emerged 
from a spa. It was, I was told later, the 
pomade that held their elaborately-
sculptured hair in place. It made the 
gym smell like a moisturizer factory. 
And another thing: up dose, in per-
son, the rikishi had a carriage that 
made them seem almost regal. They 
were composed, and with half-lidded 
eyes the men, the warriors, seemed 
somehow benign, like old drawings of 
the Buddha. With their hair in the 
chomagge style and their samurai 
robes, they cut an anachronistic figure, 
which commanded them even more 
respect. All of a sudden, even the ones 
that had been bums in the last tourney, 
even the ones that had scored a weak 
3-I 2 record, now seemed somehow 
like royalty . 
It was edifying, even for those of us 
who weren't particularly interested in 
the sport. We became schoolchildren 
that day in the school gym, clambering 
up onto the dohyo after the show was 
over (and getting reprimanded by a 
tinny, but polite, electronic voice from 
the gymnasium loudspeaker) and going 
out to the buses to wave goodbye to 
the wrestlers. Akebono, the former 
Hawaiian high school basketball player, . 
now grand champion, slowly looked 
over to us and, recognizing us as maybe 
being from his country, gave a pensive 
and strangely hopeful little wave. 
I still watch the sport, but from over 
here it is a little difficult. You can catch 
bits on television, and watch the whole 
basho on Sumo Digest, but the show 
is, after all,. a digest. It is so much more 
enjoyable when you know that at any 
given minute, a good quarter of the 
country is stalling on the way home, 
procrastinating in sushi bars or noodle 
shops to watch sumo with the other 
customers; or, in the morning, reading 
the editorials about the previous night's 
action; or discussing the latest 
controversy over the water cooler. 
But for a couple of years, it was my 
obsession. My Japanese friends shook 
their heads over my new hobby and 
looked at me with glas·sy-eyed patience 
as I described the style of the latest 
rookie. I remember being driven to the 
working visa office by my boss, 
Sasaki, a regular and neccessary 
hour journey, and speaking almost 
entire time about the previous day's 
action in grammati I -incorrect and 
Sumo for begiooers 
JIMMIHANADA 
The wrestlers are comiog, the 
wrestlers are coming! 
They'll be here in a couple of 
weeks, all forty of Japan's top 
wrestlers, referees, managers, trainers, 
salt boys, Sumo Association officials 
and the Japanese press will be here to 
put on a two-day exhibition at the 
Coliseum at the start of June. It is a 
big deal, like a state visit, almost. If 
you imagine the players of the 
Montreal Canadiens and the Toronto 
Maple Leafs of the 1950s heading 
over to Japan to put on a show, you'll 
get a bit of a perspective on how 
important this trip is. They are meet-
ing Premier Glen Clark, they are vis-
iting the Victoria Parliament 
Buildings and being honoured by a 
host of Aboriginal chiefs. 
It is only the tenth time in 2000 
years that the sport has up and left 
Japan. 
This is how the sport works: 
Each match is a duel between 
two men. The fighters can trip, 
slap, push, pull, or thtow their 
opponents either onto the 
ground or outside the ring; or 
both. One toe outside the straw 
tawara (ring) and the match is 
over. If any part of the body 
besides the soles of the feet touch 
the ground, the match is over. 
Hair-pulling, eye-gouging and 
closed-fist punching are not 
allowed. Everything else is. 
It is thought that the origins 
of the sport come from rural festi-
vals, where the farmers would go 
head to head. Deeply attached to the 
Shinto religion, sumo acknowledges 
many of the religion's rituals: the 
wrestlers wear a beaded belt of I 3 
strings over their wrestling belts 
( mawashi), a significant number in 
the Shinto religion, and the sta111ping 
they do before every match is stamp-
ing the demons into the ground. In 
the last I 00 years or so, sumo has 
become a professional sport. 
Wrestlers specialize. They are 
either fans of yottsu (belt grip) 
sumo, or osu (pushing) sumo. The 
former involyes some intricacy, tal-
ent, moves-working the opponent's 
belt ( mawashi) and his own weight in 
conjunction with the forces of gravi-
ty to bring him down-the latter 
involves strength-"me big, me push 
you our:' There are wrestlers who are 
a lot more versatile, who have a 
whole truckload of manoeuvres at 
their disposal, but those are generally 
the smaller wrestlers (sumo has no 
weight divisions) who need to be ver-
satile to (literally) survive. 
The tournaments take place in 
January (Tokyo), March (Osaka), 
May (Tokyo), July (Nagoya), 
September (Tokyo) and November 
(Fukuoka ). They start on the first or 
second Sunday, and last for two 
weeks, I 5 days. The wrestlers fight 
once, only once each day, even if the 
match only takes two seconds. The 
daily schedules are made up by the 
Sumo Association two days previous 
to the fighting, so at any given time, 
a wrestler knows only the next two 
fighters he is to go up against. The 
wrestler with the highest record at 
the end of the 15 days wins the 
tournament. It is a lot harder than it 
sounds. 
(In between the tournaments, the 
rikishi put on a travelling show, many 
of the exhibitions taking place in 
small towns. These are called 
jungyo.) 
There is a complication. Every 
rikishi belongs to a stable. Unless 
there is a tie on the last day of the 
tournament, wrestlers of the same 
stable never, ever fight each other in 
competition. The fighting 
brothers Wakanohana and 
Takanohana both belong 
to the Futagoyama (\win 
Peaks) stable, along with 
some other promment 
names. Akebono doesn't 
have any other prominent 
stablemates, so m the 
upper ranks, he ts largely 
on his own. Some claim 
that Futagoyama's deck is 
stacked because a lot of 
the good wrestlers never 
encounter each other, a 
valid argument. 
The wrestler also 
attempts to mamtam his 
rank. In descending order 
of importance, the rank-
ings are: Yokozuna, Ozeki, Sekiwake, 
Komusubi, followed by Maegashira 
I- I 6. There arc cast and west wrestlers, 
too, so there are 32 Maegashira. If a 
wrestler posts a losmg record, he goes 
down in rank, tf a wresrlcr posts a win-
ning record, he goes up in rank. If they 
fall below Maegashira I 6, they go back 
down to the juniors, the sumo equiva-
lent of the farm team. 
The top two wrestlers arc both 
yokozuna: Hawaiian-born American 
Akebono, and second generatton riktshi 
Takanohana. Ozeki Takanonami, the 
other big Hawaiian Musashimaru and 
Takanohana's brother Wakanohana are 
some of the other big names. 














hat's what one may be 
T thinking from the ground at Pitt Meadows a1rport, but rest assured the crazy 
bastard did not fall, he jumped, 
willfully, out of a perfectly good 
airplane. The next question is, why? 
What could possibly make someone 
deliberately seek such high anxiety? 
In my case, it was my buddy 
Darrell's stag party. Most stag parties 
are typified by a good drunk, a flirta-
tious stripper and all your drunk pals 
making bets on who will be first to 
puke from the next round of shoot-
ers. Darrell didn't want the average 
stag; he wanted us to jump out of a 
plane with him. And so, we did. 
Like many people, I had always 
wanted to jump, but always found 
some way of putting it off. My 
friends and I would pledge our par-
ticipation, announcing our bravery 
and adventuresome spirit, and then 
back out when we sobered up. We 
came up with every excuse in the 
book to avoid jump day: money, 
work, health, girlfriends. Darrell's stag 
was our chance to redeem ourselves. 
( In the end, we still only got three 
out of a possible twelve to jump.) 
I climbed aboard the Cessna 185 
thinking I would be happy if this toy 
plane could make it off the 
ground-! wasn't even considering 
jumping yet. There was room for the 
pilot and four jumpers to cram them-
selves into the hollowed-out gut of 
the plane and find some space on the 
floor for the thirty minute ascent. 
That's right-it takes a half-hour to 
get up to I I.O<?O feet, plenty of time 
to think. 
I had decided to jump tandem, 
strapped to an instructor or tandem 
master. By going tandem I could 
jump from I 1000 feet on my first 
jump and free-fall for 45 seconds, as 
opposed to jumping from 3000 feet 
with no free-fall, by myself. Don 
Kennedy was the tandem master I was 
strapped to. I had to rely on his 25 
years of skydiving experience to guide 
me from sky to ground. Don has 
jumped thousands of times safely. He 
has a wife and kids, but what put my 
mind most at ease was when he 
that, it was time 
Don's ground 
Things to rernelnt:i~t:•stifo 
backside of the jumping 
platform (so as to not 
get your feet caught on 
the wheel), don't grab 
the instructor's hands (he 
needs them to pull the 
shoot) and keep your 
feet up at the landing (if 
your feet caught on the 
ground it would send 
both instructor and 
pupil face first into the 
mud, bad idea). And, arch your back 
while you free-fall so you don't spin 
around like a football. 
At about 8000 feet I could see my 
own breath and my goggles were fog-
ging up. By I 0,000 feet it was minus 
IS degrees Celsius in the plane and we 
were higher than any snow-capped 
mountain I could see. The door opened 
at I I ,000 feet and everything got really 
loud, and for some reason the plane 
didn't seem like the safe place to be 
anymore. It shook and teetered with 
the howling wind. The camera flyer I 
had requested to record my death defy-
ing feat, Kei Niizuma, swung out on 
the wing of the plane. lt was my turn. I 
crossed my arms; Don yelled ready, set, 
jump! And we were off. upside-down at 
first, so I could see the 
plane turn into a tiny 
speck in the sky. No 
going back now. I 
arched and we flipped 
back towards the earth. 
That first ten seconds 
was the most incredible 
sporting experience I 
have ever had. Every 
thought I had was 
focused on trying to 
make sense of how weightless I felt and 
with trying to feel in control an out-of-
control situation. Then, realizing it was 
too late for that kind of thinking, my 
heart pounding, I opened my eyes wide 
and went with the ride. 
As we streamed toward the ground, 
Kei the cameraman followed us down 
and entertained us with his aerial spins 
and flips-the whole time keeping the 
camera on us. I didn't even notice the 
ground getting closer 
until about 4000 feet-
that's how high II,OOO 
feet is. A short 45 sec-
onds later the howling 
stopped and the chute 
was deployed. That was a 
nice feeling. My biggest 
fear . was the chute not opening; but it 
did and I felt at peace. We flew the 
square canopy to the ground, spinning 
and looping our way back to the Pitt 
Meadows hanger. Don even let me fly 
the chute alone for a while; I got the 
feeling that if I really knew what I was 
doing, I could keep us in the air for an 
hour. We were down in about five min-
utes. 
That's right, thirty minutes to get up 
there and five to come down. I'm 
hooked. I was yelling at Don before we 
even landed that I would be back, and I 
will. Skydiving is something that 
grabbed me, thrilled me, threw me into 
an uncontrollable awakening of the 
senses and adrenaline. It won't change 
your life and it's not better than sex, 
but I don't think you could ever lose 
that feeling of anxiety, adrenaline and 
wonderment no matter how many 
times you jumped. See you in the sky. 
r------------------------------~~------------, 
Why settle for an ordinary weekend, 




a First Jump coursE> or Tand£>m Skydiv£> 
from Pacific Skydivers Ltd. 
Opf\n 7 days/Wf\f\k 
can us today to book your skydivf\ 
604.465.7311 
Located on the Pitt Meadows Airport 
Only 30 minutes from Vancouver 
Discount appliPs on rPgular pricE' only. ExpirE'S 06/30/98 
Coupon must br prPsPntrd for discount (1 ppr pprson) with StudPnt 
10 Card. 
causes complications in 
friendships. The play 
a desperate attempt by 
to get back together 
Louise. 
The actors were all superb 
acted without hesitating. 
tie was, at times, hard to 
but this seemed to 
in keeping with his charac-
Their expressions were 
· ncing. For instance, when 
tells Fred about the sep-
n he had undergone, you 
see the anger in Fred's 
al expression. 
The stage crews were always 
cue, and the other mem-
of this production must 
worked hard. The play is 
in two locations, and 
nstead of opening and shut-
curtains to change sets, 
crew just set up both 
and used spotlights to 
on a single scene. It 
very well. 
Everyone who left the play 
pleased. There was 
Cu{tur 
even a small banquet after-
wards. The theatre itself 
was in such a nice setting, 
that it all seemed like a 
beautiful fairytale. This play 
had more than one main 
event and that's what made 
it so interesting. 
I recommend this come-
dy to anyone who likes dark 
humour. For instance, the 
last comment that Artie 
makes stuck in my head. 
Fred tells him a story where 
he proposes to marry his 
ex-wife because she has a 
crush on Fred. Artie men-
tiones that Fred has a nice 
way with words. The title 
of the play seems to have 
been well chosen. 
At the end of the play I 
was still wondering whether 
or not Artie lied about his 
new woman. It doesn't mat-
ter though, because it wasn't 
the vital part in the play, it 
was just something else to 
question, and it led to a 
more complete character 
analysis. This play was 
exquisite, and an extreme 
pleasure to watch. 
A Way Wtth Words is pre-
sented at the Deep Cove 
Shaw Theatre from 20 
to June 6 by the First 
Impressions Theatre 
pany. 
Sartre 's Sticky Synapses 
or Sex and the Sinuses 
ELIJAH BAK 
Sex is the singular issue on which most human 
activity is based. This may seem like a shopworn 
notion, but I think it hears some re-examination. 
Sex governs our minds like a benevolent dictator 
_who generously allows most freedoms until his 
..,.. needs conflict with those freedoms: then the iron 
heel comes down, so to speak. 
If the sex drive is a dictator, then our reflective 
self-awareness, or consciousness, is the Che Guevara 
of the mind. Our self-awareness seeks to liberate 
our minds from the fleshly prison of desire, or at 
least to mitigate its iron control. Other mammals 
operate on the level of pheromone acquisition, 
meaning that when a dog, for example, smells the 
pheromones of a dog of the opposite gender, it 
becomes aroused and three months later a happy 
litter of puppies gets the "sack in the river" treat-
ment. Humans are fortunate in that we are not at 
the mercy of our noses. If sexual desire were due to 
certain airborne agents, then we would still be up in 
the trees picking nits out of each other's back hair 
and humping every orifice available. (Individuals 
that still engage in these activities reveal the 
grotesque sentimentality of this epoch.) 
But the question deepens at this point: why does 
human sexual-behaviour differ so fundamentally 
from that of other mammals? More specifically, 
why has the pheromone-based carnality left the 
realm of human experience and been replaced by 
good conversation, meaningful glances, soft light, . 
tight clothing and good rum? Who knows? 
Somewhere in •the development of the res cogitans 
(Descartes' name for humanity: the thinking thing) 
we lost this most animalistic level of interrelation-
ship and made the transition to the stage of lin-
guistically-based acquaintanceship (meaning we talk 
to each other, rather than sniff each other's butts). 
Simply put, we went from apprehending each 
other's desire in a directly physical manner and then 
acting upon that perception, to having to converse 
with our prospective partners in order to convince 
them that we are the person with whom they 
should spend the night (Wink, wink, riudge, nudge, 
say no more) . 
However, we still like to posit sexual desire as a 
primordial urge, the need to procreate, etc. Sexual 
desire is probably the last legal remnant o( demonic 
possession left over from the Dark Ages. We have 
all read, or at least heard of, examples of criminals' 
defenses where they claimed to be unable to control 
themselves: "I was not myself, your Honour. I was 
out of control:' Temporary insanity is the popular 
term we apply to this defense. The criminals in 
question are saying they were powerless to act other 
than they did, hence they were temporarily insane, 
or from a medieval perspective they were possessed. 
Possession is a good way of describing the effect 
of sexual desire on the mind of the self-aware 
human being. In the throes of sexual desire our 
senses feel clogged, we become mentally sluggish 
and single-minded in purpose. In short, we lose the 
veneer of civility and sink our consciousness into 
our bodies. This is how the French existentialist 
philosopher, Jean-Paul Sarrre, describes the state of 
arousal: as a mental stickiness, that mires, or nearly 
does, our consciousness in our bodies. For Sarrre 
this is as close as we come to being an object-in-
jtself. 
Sartre describes two modes of existence: the 
being-fqr-itself, and the being-in-itself. The for-
itself is how hurrians are: we are, as far as we know, 
the only entities which can make our consciousness 
an object for itself. This means, simply put, that we 
are self-aware, self-reflective. The being-in-itself is 
the existence of non-self aware/ reflective entities 
and is best understood as the contradiction of the 
basic human state. Animals could be 
said to be objects-in-themselves; how-
ever, this would require an impossible 
knowledge claim. 
Sartre says that when we caress our 
lover, we are trying to capture their 
consciousness as an object-in-itself. 
This capturing is the extension of 
desire, which in Sartrian terms is the 
manifestation of our need to incarnate 
our sexual partners, meaning that we · 
are trying to achieve a knowing of our 
partners' being similar to our own self-
awareness. Hence we caress their bodies 
in order to fulfill this need for 
female of the species. The reasons for 
this contrast in approaches to sexuality 
can be reduced to the respective repro-
ductive roles of each gender. 
Women are more reticent, broadly 
speaking, to hop i~to the sack with any 
old fellow because they can only have 
one child at a time, and due to the 
length of the gestation period they are 
biologically predisposed to being rather 
selective in choosing the male with 
whom they will mate (for whatever 
duration). Men have no such need for 
caution, excepting the need for protec-
caressing each other. This caressing, as 
stated earlier, seeks to apprehend the 
consciousness of others. Why do we 
do this? The answer is caught up in the 
strangeness of being human. It may be 
because we need to encapsulate our 
sexual partner's consciousness in a con-
ceptual framework (e.g. as our beloved 
and the object of our desire), which 
allows us to trim away the ambiguities, 
and uncertainties of our relationship 
by reducing their consciousness to a 
fixed point in space and time (their 
body). In plainer language, this reduces 
" when we caress our lover, 
· our partner's Being to a thing, 
which does not change and which knowing: "Desire is expressed 
by the caress as thought is by 
language" -Sartre. We are 
attempting to reduce the free-
dom that an object-for-itself 
embodies and to render that 
person as a non-reflective 
thing, for our reflection. This 
has ramifications that extend 
beyond the boudoir. The way 
in which the male of the 
we are trying to capture their can be more re.adily conceived of 
• • • mentally and thus an easier thing COnSCIOUSness OS On Object-In- with which we can cope. 
itself. This capturing is the 
extension of desire, which in 
To live as a human being is to 
live outside of clarity, just out of 
the grasp of knowing. Too often 
Sartrian terms is the manifesto- we concede to the pull of our 
t. f . d t . t bodies and end up parodying the I On 0 OUr nee 0 1ncarna e behaviour of the cognitively more 
species (Homo sapiens sapiens) 
apprehends the female is pri-
mardy visually, and what 
our sexual partners, meaning basic mammals in our desire to 
that we are trying to achieve be less complex, or more 'natural: 
But gross C;jrnality does not lead 
a knowing of our partners' . to the temple of wisdom, 
sparks the initial attraction 
remains primarily visual. In 
plain English this means that if 
being similar to our own self- although it can provide some 
wonderful temporary distraction. 
OWOreneSS. " To return to the idea of our con-
men do not see a woman as 
attractive-looking, then they will not 
find her attractive. This sounds idioti-
cally basic, but have patience, there is 
more. 
The female of the species appre-
hends the male in a le~s blunt manner. 
This is not to say that appearances are 
unimportant to women, but that they 
have a different application. For 
instance, men are the primary con-
sumers and purveyors of pornographic 
images and texts. On this pomt, 
women are nearly a total contradiction 
of the male. This defines the central 
distinction between the male and 
tion from disease. Men look at the sit-
uation as being a case of probability: 
given thilt they can copulate with 
impunity, the issue of disease notwith-
standing, the more women with whom 
they have sex, the better the chances of 
their impregnating one and ensuring 
their genetic survival. Thus it is clear 
why men base so. much of their initial 
attraction on appearances: they do not 
need to be as discerning as their female 
counterparts, biologically speaking. 
During the act of sex the couple 
in~olved spend a good deal of time 
touching each other, or more explicitly, 
sciousness as the Che Guevara of 
the mind, we should then regard unfet-
tered sexuality as the doorway to bour-
geois decadence which must be guarded 
through the cultivation of a careful 
awareness of ourselves (or for Sartre, a 
better understanding of our conscious-
ness). We have an obligation to our-
selves to develop our minds and our 
mindfulness of our behaviour in order 
to appreciate and. to better underst 
what we are and how we are, in o 
that we may live our lives more aut 
tically. Anything less would not be 
human. 
The Dirty Three @ the Starfish Room 
w /guests Calexico 
June 13, 1998 
It has been three years since this Aussie tr~o last played 
Vancouver, in the same venue as it happens. They return to 
Vancouver in support of their latest release Ocean Songs. As 
their name suggests, this group is a trio consisting of violin, 
guitar and drums. No vocals, no bass. All instrumentals. 
Their last show in 
Vancouver was poorly 
attended but this time 
around they will 
hopefully h~e gar-
nered some new fans. 
Their first perform-
ance in Vancouver, I 
believe, was in I 994 
when they opened for 
Morphine at the 
Commodore (sniff, 
June is for ..... 
Father's & Sons 
sniff). Theirs was the only previously unheard opening act, 
in my experience, that held me rapt for the duration of their 
set. Their choice of instruments may seem unconventional 
but they are clearly a rock group in performapce. This is 
going to be one of those shows that people will wish they 
had attended, when their friends tell them what they missed. 
Tix@ Zulu, Highlife, Scratch, and Black Swan-Records. 
Info@ 682-4171 
More of Our Stupid Noise 
Squirtgun Records 
More OJ Our Stupid Noise was put together by the founder of 
Squirtgun Records, Lee Maslin. Nettwerk Productions 
helped release this CD, an amazing 25 track CD of every 
new song that is making waves. Says Maslin, "I sat down and 
thought 'what do I listen to and what do I like?' and then I 
sat down and made myself a mixed tape of unreleased songs 
by those bands." 
This CD 
features a mix 

















from a wide variety of music styles. Rappers like the Hip 
Club Groove are on the CD alongside Noah's Arkweld, a 
slower band, and Bionic, a fast heavy metal group. There 
is definitely something for everyone. 
Some of the songs are great, while others like the one 
from Bionic are awful because of their uncoordinated 
instruments. Their's wasn't the only one with faults, but it 
is the most noticable, with vocals barely rising above the 
mtx. 
Nonetheless it is still a pretty good CD. For instance, 
Mystery Machine's 'What I Want' demonstrates their 
smoothness and capability to play with words while main-
taining their coordination. This CD has a lot of different 
types of artists and is worth the money. 
Our Production Resource Person 
is leaving, and we need a replace-
ment, lest we be reduced to hand-
writing the entire issue. 
For your time (20 hours a week) 
and effort (blood, sweat, tears, 
firstborn child), we'll pay you lots 
of money! (Well, about $I 0 an 
hour, give or take.) 
I 
Interested in applying? Here's what we're looking for: 
• Someone to look after all our equipment, ftx it when it needs fix-
ing, replace it when it needs replacing, and love the computers 
when they need loving. 
• Act as resource person during production, solve font conflicts, 
make sure the pages are pasted up in the right order, make sure 
everything runs (relatively) smoothly, and offer advice and sugges-
tions on design and layout. Often, it involves taking mouse in hand 
and laying up part or all of the issue yoursel( 
• Teach volunteers how to use computers and software, including 
Quark Express, Photoshop, Word, PageMill and others as neces-
sary. 
• Design display advertising 
• A whole bunch of other stuff too numerous to mention. 
If you understand page design using Quark, and PageMaker, photo 
manipulation with Photoshop, know how to use Illustrator, PageMill. 
Microsoft Word, and every other program ever written or yet to be 
written for the Mac, and know the difference between dpi and lpi. we 
would love to hear from you. Attitude is more important than experi-
ence, and an understanding of the student press will save you a whole 
lot of grief. 
Apply to: The Other Publications Society Board of Directors, Room 
1020, 700 Royal Ave. New Westminster, BC. V 31 SB2. Douglas 
College student preferred. 
Homan's World Cup Notes 
•The first game is on June IO when Brazil plays Scotland in • In a recent survey in England, 95% of men between the 
Saint-Denis. 
• In May, the World Cup Organizing 
Committee decided to allocate 
I 5,000 more tickets for the World 
Cup. Over 20 million fans called 
trying to get tickets. The odds of 
someone getting a ticket for the 
World Cup was I in I 300. 
• Iran has fired their coach. Croatian-
born Tomaslav !vic was fired on 
May 20 after Iran lost 7- I to AS 
Roma ( whic!Ms a club team in 
Italy). Ivic was immediately replaced 
by Iranian-born Jalal Talebi. Talebi 
will coach the team through the How wou/J you ratbtr spmd your timt? 
duration of the World Cup. 
Latest Rankings as of May 20 (FIFA rankings in parentheses) 
Groue A Groue B Groue C 
Brazil ( I) Italy (I4) France ( I7) 
Scotland ( 4 I ) Chile (9) South Africa (24) 
Morocco ( 13) Cameroon ( 49) Saudi Arabia (34) 
Norway (7) Austria ( 3 I ) Denmark (27) 
Groue E Groue F Groue G 
Netherlands (25) Germany (2) Romania (22) 
Belgium (36) USA (II ) Colombia ( 10) 
South Korea (20) Yugoslavia (8) England (5) 








Japan ( I2) 
Jamaica (30) 
Croatta (I 9) 
ages of 25 to 34 said they 
would rather watch the 
World Cup on TV than 
have sex with their dream 
woman. 
• The last FIFA 
(Federation Internationale 
de Football Association) 
rankings came out before 
the start of the World 
Cup. The next rankings 
will be announced after 
the World Cup is over. 
These are the Las l-lgas odds of winning the World Cup as of May 22, 1998 
Brazil - I I to 4 Yugoslavia - 25 to I Chile - 66 to I USA - 200 to I 
France - 5 to I Nigeria - 28 to I Paraguay - 66 to I South Korea - 200 to I · 
England - 7 to I Norway - 28 to I Belgium - 80 to 1 Jamaica - 200 to I 
Germany - 7 to I Colombia - 40 to 1 Austria - I 00 to I Morocco - 250 to I 
Italy - 8 to I Croatia - 40 to I Mexico - l 00 to 1 Saudi Arabia - 250 to I 
Netherlands - 9 to I Denmark - 40 to I Cameroon - l 00 to I Tunisia - 250 to I 
Argentina- 12 to I Romania- 40 to I Scotland- 125 to 1 Japan- 250 to I 
Spain - I 4 to I Bulgaria - 50 to I South Afnca - I 50 to I Iran - 250 to I 
If you don't know when TSN will be showing your favounte ream play, go to the TSN website at 




preferred. 1 bedroom, furnished, 
close to Douglas and Royal Mall 
with access to phone or fax 
machine, cable included. $350 + 
1/2 deposit. Call Marta @ 
526-3607 
Roommate Wanted: to share a 
bright, spacious, two-bedroom 
apartment. LE>cated in New 
Westminster, near 4th Stand 
Agnes St. CloSlirto transit: 2 min. 
walk to Columbia SkyTrain and 
buses. Very close to Douglas 
College (2 min. walk). Laundry, fur-
nished or unfurnished. Share the 
rest of the apartment with me: 
mature, f~male student (SFU), 
employed full-time. A gay/lesbian 
positive household. A considerate, 
nonsmoking female roommate is 
preferred. Sorry, no pets. Available 
March 1st. Rent = $362. k 50 + 
utils (approx $7.00/mo). For more 
info, call 517-5516. 
Student Painters needed now. 
College-Pro Painters. $8-1 0 per 
hour, good hours. New 
West/Coquitlam. Call Aidam 464-
4890. 
BURQUITLAM ANIMAL HOSPI-
TAL requires part-time weekend 
staff. Duties: kennels, reception, 
phones, janitorial. Resumes in per-
son 559 Clarke Rd. Coquitlam. 
Single woman seeking single 
man 39-45 Romantic, likes to 
watch movies, listen to music, read, 
take long walks. Great appearance, 
clean. Please respond to the OP, 
addressed LRD. 
Very submissive Oriental profes-
sional male in the medical field 
seeking a very domineering female 
into B&D, S&M, and a very kinky 
lifestyle (e.g. toilet slavery). Please 
send a reply to Ste 843 101-1001 
West Broadway, Serious replies 
only please. All replies answered. 
Looking for cleaning work. 
Experienced cleaning lady, 
$1 0/hour. References provided, 
Call421-5458. Ask for Unda or 
leave a message. 
- Attract1ve, hot and sweaty Asian 
Lesbian-QAL, can be very affec-
tionate, playful, outrageous, likes 
nonconformity, being active and 
cute. Seeking other queer woman 
(especially Asians) for some fun 
and dates. Send reply to 
Classifieds c/o the Other Press. 
For Sale -
ComP.uters custom built to your 
specifications with brand name, 
high quality components and soft-
ware. Call Psycom at 951-3008. 
leac 1ng piano history, theory. 
Music education on a high academ-
ic level. Cred, PhD, DMA. 420-
1676. 
Two Raleigh mountain bikes for 
sale. Never been used. Valued at 
$300 a piece, selling for $100 each. 
Call Ray, 524-4177. 
Compaq Presario 1210 
Notebook 150 MHz pentium, 12.1" 
High Contrast Display 16 MR Ram, 
1.4GB Hard Drive, 14X CO-Rom, 
33.6K bps modem, Win 95, 
microsoft office 97, case $2800.00 
negotrable 329-4169 
Two bikes $50 each, not moun-
tain bikes. Call 525-6764. 
A dual Mode Ericsson (DF388vi) 
cellular phone with rapid charger 
for sale. Negotiable price. Must sell. 
Mandeep Brar (604) 250-4198/ 
(604) 714-7854 (pgr). 
Electric guitar lessons by pro-
fessional musician graduated from 
GIT Hollywood. CA. Also music the-
ory & songwriting. Reasonable 
rates!! Instructor Kimie (604) 585-
8007 
Electronic Typewriter with built 
in 3.5 disk drive. Must sell leaving 
country. $200 (obo) reg. $350. Call 
Shawn at 467-3574. 
Colour monitor, keyboard, new 
28.8 internal modem (PC). All in 
excellent condition. 517-1414 
- Looking for an excellent source 
of reliable transportation? Look no 
further ... 1980 Citation, looks good, 
excellent running condition, $500 
. fir!!'. Call 443::_9238 aD)1ime._ 
Douglas Coflege psychiatric 
nursing grad 1999 committee is 
raising funds by selling entertain-
ment books. Contains hundreds of 
2 for 1 discounts on dining, shop--
ping, movies, sports and more. 
$46.00 each, to order contact Tia at 
540-7377. 
Volunteer Opportunities 
BurnaDYVolunteer Centre has vol-
unteer opportunities in many areas. 
Contact the Burnaby Volunteer 
Centre at 294-5533. 
- women volunteers needed for 
the Vancouver Rape Relief & 
Women's Shelter. Interested in vol-
unteering for our: 24 hour crisis 
.line, transition house for women 
and their children. Training ses-
sions Tuesday evenings. For more 
information and for a training inter-
view call872-8212. 
Vancouver Crisis Centre urgent-
ly needs volunteers to work on 24 
hour distress lines. Those interest-
ed call 872-1811. 
Would you like to meet some-
one from around the world right 
here in Surrey or Delta? Join the 
Host Program! No cost involved-
just call Chris at 597-0205 loc. 
216. 
Services 
Word Processing: Professionally 
prepared: Essays, Thesis, Reports, 
Projects, Letters, Resumes, Tape 
transcriptions and budgeting. Ten 
years experience. Includes spe 
checking, grammar, presentati n 
and style. Call Kent at: (604) 
421-1035. 
Free tape or book. Multiple 
streams of $$$ famou millionaire 
maker reveals ho o e r 1 k to 
1 Ok/month from home. 2_4 
sage. 888-564-6121 
IMPROVE YOUR ENGLISH 
CONVERSATION. Experienced 
and certified ESL Canadian 
teacher. Learn Vocabulary, Idioms, 
Phrases and Pronunciation. Group 
Lessons: 1-4 students, 2-3 hours, 
2-4 days, 4 weeks $300 each. 
Private Lessons: $20.00/hr. SATIS-
FACTION GUARANTEED. Call Mr. 
Joe Pelech at 524-8841. 
Patient Mandarin tutor available. 
Able to communicate in English 
without mandarin accent and vice 
versa. Flexible rates. Contact 
Johnson Tai at OP (room 1 020) 
525-3542 or home 521-3467. 
Park1ng. Two blocks from col-
lege. Gated Uflderground parking 
available days/evenings. Jan after 
6_Q_m 524-5933. 
Are you stuck between a rock 
and a hard place? Got a tough call 
to make? Douglas College Campus 
Crusade for Christ sponsors a 
prayer ministry! Give us a call! 
Pager 978-9773. 
Protect yourself against photo 
radar, for your free information 
from page 11 
package call Allan or Amy at 
527-4035. 
Research an thes1s bnefs from 
the Information Assistance Group. 
Cut your study time in half. For 
more information call 583-0558. 
Infant care by ECE mom ftlpt 
days/evenings. Near Douglas 
College. Jan after 6 pm _§24-5933. 
Resumes professionally pre-
pared and laser printed. Two years 
experience, and not an unsatisfied 
customer yet! Can do last minute 
service, and even meet you at 
school! Please call443-9238. 
Want to smg? An experienced 
voice teacher has opening for stu-
dents: beginner & intermediate. 
Good rates. Call Mary at 582-8427 
or email kmsiever@cnx.net . 
Career Assessments pnone 
(604)536-4277, fax (604)536-7133 
John Patterson B.Sc., M.A. "If you 
don't know where you are going 
you may end up somewhere else" 
Vocational testing will assess your 
"career self' (Interests, Needs, 
Aptitudes and Personality) and give 
you direction and information about 
educational programs. If you are 
planning. to enter college or a train-
ing program assessment will bene-
fit you. Maximum fee is $160.00. 
Fortune Reading $25 session. 
Ask for Linda 421-5458 or leave 
message. 
Announcements 
It is time once again to be thinking 
about the DCSS student handbook. 
Anyone interested in participating in 
this project please call Darryl 
Flasch at 527-5109. I would like to 
get full representation from all stu-
dent society members in the 98/99 
calendar! All talent is appreciated! 
The Douglas College- Student 
Society is a great hang out for stu-
dents but it needs input from its 
membership. I am looking for inter-
ested parties to help spruce up the 
Student Building. If you can paint 
murals or know of a keen way to 
make the DCSS more fun and invit-
ing, please call Darryl Flasch at 
527-5109. 
boyishly-enthusiastic 
Japanese. The poor man had 
just been diagnosed with 
diabetes and was prone to 
fading out, and I realized 
that day, seeing his obvious 
confusion, that I should 
sometimes keep my enthusi-
asm to myself. 
win the underdog's .gold star 
(kinboshi) for beating the 
champion, and walk proudly 
down the path of flowers, 
or hanamichi, acting reluc-
tant about having to speak 
to the press. 





This enthustasm became 
so pervasive that my day-
dreaming about being a 
hockey star eventually, I 
must admit, morphed into 
me becoming a star wrest-
ler. It was perhaps 
inevitable, a Canadian boy 
adopting a new sport for 
the winter when hockey 
wasn't available, but there it 
was. I woLJd, of course, 
always defeat the favounte. 
Or there is another place 
I can go. 
There is a dearing in a 
field. People have just eaten 
and are gathered around an 
unkempt, sandy straw ring. 
It is a beautiful, warm night, 
close to the end of summer. 
The moon is full, and a fra-
grant breeze is blowing. And 
two men crouch at the cen-
tre of the ring and get ready 
to launch at each other. This 
time, the foreigner knows 
what he is doing. 
Hot Chocolate $1.50 
America no $1.25 
CoHn $1-$1.25 
C1h La1te $2.25 
C1ppuccino $2 .25 
My Houu 
"CaFe" 
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